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Importance of good listening & rellex skills 

Class: IV Semester 13CA B-Sec Date of Activity: 06/02/2020 

Leeturer Name: Ms. Ashwini M 

Objective: 
To create awareness and to understanding the importance of active listening. 

To make sludents realize that uctive listening is most ofien used to improve personal 
relationships, reduce misunderstunding and conflicts, strengthen cooperation, and foster 

understanding. 

Rules of Activity: 

C'ompulsory partieipation for every student. 

Outcome: 
Listening is a skill of critical significance in all aspccts of our lives. The main aim of this 

activity is to analyze the students 'attitudes and opinions towards listening and speaking in personal 

life and ofiicial work. 

Listening is a psychological phenomenon, which takes place on a cognitive level inside 

people's heads, and a social phenomenon, which develops interactively between people and the 
environment surrounding them. It considers listening as a complex process, which needs to be 

understood in order to teach it, and subsequently, evaluate it before integrating it with phonological 

aspects and with the skill of' speaking. 
We consicdered some examples:: (1) Listening to announcements in stations, airports, etc (2) 

Listening to the radio, (3) Participating in a conversation face-to-face, (4) Watch TV, (5) 

Participating in a meeting, seminar or discussion, (6) Taking part in a lesson, (7) Participating in a 

telephone conversation, among others, etc. 

Students actively involvedthemnselves in activity and they learnt the Importance of good listening && 

reflex skills. 
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